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HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS AT THE llUVERSITY OT CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY
Geoffrey F. Chew and Burton J. Moyer

!1

"

Radiation Laboratory I Department of Physics, University of California
Berkeley, California
September 9, 1949

Introduction
This is the first of a series of four articles describing recent research
in high energy nuclear physics at the University of California Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley.

The term f'high . ene:rt?;y" is used here to distinguiSh the energy
~atter

region above about 20 Mev from that below, the

ca.11ed the region of "classical nuclear physics."

having sometimes been

This dividing line has a mani-

fold theoretical
significance which
will be .'made
clear in the
subsequent articles •
.
.
..
-,

~

..~

Experimentally, 20 Mev is also about the energy at which relativistic effects
....
begin to be noticeable in problems of accelerationo

The adjectives "high-energy"

and "relativistic," in reference to nuclear particles, will be used interchangeably in these articles.
It seems appropriate, ':in an account of the high energy physics research at
the Radiation Laboratory I to begin with a description of the
which are the basic tools.
inch

~

new

ac~el~rators

These are the proton linear ac'celerator, the 184-

synchrocyc10tron, and the synchrotron.

for less than three years.

~hree

All three have been in operation

The other operating research accelerators at the

Radiation Laboratory are non-relativistic cyclotrons of a design which has been
widely publicized.

They will not be described again here o

All practical accelerators depend upon the possession of an electric charge
by the particle which is to be accelerated.

The force, F~ on a particle with

charge, e, in an electromagnetic field is given by the Lorentz equation,
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-4(1 )

:.1

where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields in c.g.s. units, v is the

'r

velocity of the particle, and c is the velocity of lighto

~

~

~

An electric field

is, therefore, required to increase the energy of aparticle p but

.~ m~gnetic

field can be used to curve the orbit in a particularly convenient wayo

The

electric field may in some cases, as for instance in the betatron, be produced
by a changing magnetic field.
In using equation (I), the relativistic mass of the particle must be employed
.

.

~

if the velocity v is not small compared with Co

F = d!

.;

~

I

Thus, if we "Wish to write

(m:t), the mas s must be understood as
m

where mo is the rest masso

=

(2)

The relativistic mass increase is not very important

for the proton linear accelerator but it dominates the operation of the other
two machine so
For each accelerator there will be three main topics of interest: (1) The
a particle to fall through a "potential

::::::::::ncT~~r:;i:np::::i::l:: final
stability characteristics of the beam.
is, its capabilities as a research tool.

energy.

(2) The focussing and

(3) The performance of the machine; that
The second point is usually passed

over in qualitative discussions, although it is of crucial practical importance.
Focussing and stability will receive a considerable share of our attentiono·
The Berkeley Proton Linear Accelerator 1
The name "proton linear accelerator fl is descriptive and accurate..
\

This

'

1This section is largely abstracted frcme complete report by Lo W. Alvarez~
HI! Bradner, Ho Gordon, W.Ke H. Panofsky~ C. Richman;·· and J. Ro Woodyard, to
be published in the Reviews of Scientific Instruments.
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-5machine accelerates protons in a straight line$ producing a collimated mono-

f,1

energetic external beam.

The general principles upon which the Berkeley linear

accelerator is based have been understood for twenty years.

,

tI

Wideroe

2

in 1929

published a description of a two ,gap ~inear accelerator, and Sloan and Lawrence 3
built a

mU~,ti-gap

electric field to

machine in 1931 which successfully employed a radiofrequency
accele~ate

mercury ions.

Nevertheless s there vras a general

feeling before World War II that radiofrequency linear accelerators wou.ld never
be appropriate for nuclear research.

To accelerate nuclear particles in this way

to energies in the million volt region required far higher power than was then
available at short wavelengths.

The great success of the cyclotron made the pros-

pect ofa competitive linear accelerator seem small indeed.
During the warp the main technical bars to the construction of linear ,accelerators were removed.

Radar research led to the, development, o,f vacuum tubes capable

of producing megawatts of pulsed radiofrequency power dovm to the microvrave range.
It seemed,too$ as if an upper limit at around 100 Mev to the energy attainable
by cyclotrons would soon be reached.

We shall see later that this difficulty

was circumvented$ but at the time it led to, a reawakeninG of' interest in linear
accelerators" which possessed no such limitation.
was the chief supporter of the "linac, It alld he
the present 40 foot machine.
designed as a

pilo~

vol t energy region!
,~,

At Berke1eyp L. VV. Alvarez

super~Tised

the ?onstruction of,

The Berkeley accelerator was actually originally

model for a machine which might eventuJil,ly reach the billion
An extension to the 200-300 Mev range may still be made, but

at present» the original plans have been dropped in favor of the tlbevatrontl or
proton synchrotron.

The 40 foot accelerator is being vsed now as

;~idergeD Arsch. f. Electrotechnik 21, 387 (1929)
3S1o an and L8.1vrence D Phys. Rev. ~.9 2021 (193:1.),

a research

tool.
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-6 ...
General Description of the "Linac tl
A direct quotation from reference (1) will serve as a. basis for describing
the machine.
"

"The accelerator consists of a . cavity 40 feet long and 39 inches in

-.

diameter,!) excited at resonance in a longitudinal electric mode with a radio
frequency power of about 2.5 megawatts peak at 202.5 megacycies o

Acceleration is

made possible by the introduction of 46 axial drift tubes into the cavity, which
is designed such that the particles traverse the distance between the centers of
successive tubes in one cycle of the rofo.powero"
If the drift tubes are temporarily ignored» one has ~ therefore, a large
cylindrical cavity with copper conducting walls in Which a standing electromagnetic
wave is set up.

In the particular mode chosen, the electric field is parallel to

the axis of the cylinder, its magnitude being a maximum-at the center of the tank
and falling to zero at the radial walls o

The electric field ll in this simplified

situation does not vary along -the axis of the cylinder.
At any instant, the lines of electric force would look as in Fig. 1, with
an amplitude varying sinusoidally in time.
ever, is radial not longitudinal.)

(The instantaneous power flow , how-

The period is easily calculated a since the

situation is exactly like that of a circular membrane;- where

w

Ic

= 2.4/radius

Here c is the velocity of light, so we find
21T"
T =~ = 2.62

radius

c

or a frequency of about 230 megacycles o
;

= 403 x 10-

9

sec

The actual re'sonance frequency, quoted

...

\

above, is lower because of the presence of the drift tubeso
There is, of course, at all times in this mode a magnetic field perpendicular
to the electric o

The magnetic lines of force are circumferential, as shown in

the cross section of the cavity, Fig. 2.

The magnetic intensity on the axis is

zero although it does not vanish on the radial walls.

It plays no direct role
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-9either in the acceleration or focussing of the protons since they must travel
near the axis and never acquire extreme relativistic veloci ties o

The cavity is

excited however via the magnetic field, whose time variation is then

r~sponsible

for the' electric field ..
The scheme of acceleration is now clear..
end of the tank on the axis.

Protons are introduced into one

When the electric field is in the correct direction,

the protons are accelerated along the axiS

G

If the protons could t.raverse the

entire length of the cavity in half a periodpi.e'$ before the electric field
could change

sign~

there would be no need of further complicatiorw..

It turns out,

however.., that about 46 periods are required to make the trip,9 so 46 "drift tubes"
are introduced along the axis to shield the protons from the
of the electric field o

."

half cycles

A photograph of these drift tubes is sho1'm in Fig. 3b. ,

They are simply cylindrical sections of a heavy copper tube, c'ut in appropriate
lengths 0'

II

advel~se

Their presence in the cavity modifies the electromagnetic field so

that the crude considerations given above do not suffice for the actual problem of
design..

For more detail, readers 'are referred to the complete report. l

The question naturally arises as to what limits the

~~plitude

of the elec-

tric field along the axis when there is a supply of power to the cavityo
answer is that .the copper
cavity walls are not perfect
.

conducton~

The

and that there

is a flow of energy into the walls which is dissipated as heat"VThen this power
loss equals the power input, the electric field has rea,(lhed its maximum ampli.tude.
Putting it the other way around, the value of the desired electric i'ield amplitude determines the power input required.
pulses, not

continuously~

In

pract~ce$

and it turns out that for a.

power is supplied in
fixed elect.ric field

",!

amplitude the energy

requi~ed

of the resonance frequency.

per pulse is inversely

to the square

Since the cost of important portions of the equip-

ment is proportional to the energy per
is obvious..

proporti.ona~

pulse~

the advantage of a high frequency

High frequencies,· of course)) mean smal1 cavity radii,!) and the limit

... :

.>

o

EXTERNAL VIEW OF LINEAR ACCELERATOR. INPUT IS AT NEAR END,
THE VAN DE GRAAFF BE ING TO THE LEFT JUST OUTSIDE THE PICTURE.

>
J

FIG . 3A
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-12is set by the question of geometrical aperture as vrell as by availability of
equi.pment o
J'
-.)

stability of the Linac Beam
The very important question of beUill. stability has tvro quite different
-

,

aspects9 vvhich ,rill be called flph[ise focussingll and "radial focussinge II respectivelyo

Phase focussing refers to those restoring forces which act in the longi-

tudinal direction and tend to keep the protons arrivtng at the sucoessive gaps
at the proper time or IIphase n with respect to the oscillations of the electric
field o

Radial focussing has to do

vn th

the l~adially

forces ,ihich keep the

protons on or near the axis of the cavi tyo
It is clear that the centers of two successive caps between drift tubes must
be separated by just the distance which a proton vvi 11 traverse in one period of
the electric field osoillation,
Thus" if the average velocity of the proton in the nth drift tube is v n9

where x

n

is defined in Figo 4 and T is the oscillation perJ.od o

at the exit end of the cavity are e

therefore~

The drift tubes

longer than those at the input end

in the ratic of exit to input proton velocityo

Even with this condition satisfied,

a negligible number of protons could stay in correct phase for the 'whole ·16
cycles if there were no phase focussingo

It "vill be recalled that the electric

field is not consta,.'1.t in time as the proton' crosses a gap"

Suppose that a proton

passing en (Figo 4) at the correct time is going slie;htlJ faster.than the velor

ci ty for which the tube length and separation,vere designed o ,The proton "rill
,

.

arrive at. the next gap too soon and 'will consequently encounter a.n eleotric field
vvhich is either stronger or weaker than had been inten09dj)
the field is decreasing or increasing"

dependini~

on whether

If the field is stro:nger~ the proton IS

veloei ty is throvm eyen farther out of line» and it eventually falls completely
out of phase"

If the field is weakerv

however~

the proton receiyes a smaller

r" F

,,::,.

oj.,

.....

(.

.,.
l

""
1>

,
L

I

(u

Xn

<

t.>

-,
}

Cn

n -I

C n +1

n+1

n

'.

.'!l

<>'

,~:

Fig. 4
" Drift tube configuration, shoY-ring the distance
a pr'oton must travel in one period. of the
electric fi eld oscillation.
I

'

OZ648
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-14kick than normal so that its velocity after crossing the gap is closer to the
selected vallie than before.

An analogous situation exists if t he proton starts

out tooslow"n th all statements just reversed.
field

Which:'~'bunchesn

Again it is the increasing

and the decreasing field which "debunches" the protons; so

that of the half cycle during 'which the electric field is ·in the correct direction
"

..

~'..

u

for acceleration, only the increasing portion can be used o
We can define the proton's phase at the nth gap,

~ (n), as the difference

between its actual arrival time at Cn and the selected time for this arrival, expressed in radians. From the arguments of the above paragraph we see that the
selected time must be during the quarter cycle which has a posi ti V0 and increasing
field.

If the proton is injected into the first gap vvi th a velocity not too far

from the proper value and with only a small phase,

~. elY, then during the passage

through the cavi ~Y its phase will. oscillate about zero due to the continuous r.eab,:,ve~

In the 40 feet of acceleration there ·will be

about two sU¢h.p):tase oscillations.

The largest permissi ble initial phase ampli-

tude· depends on the selected time.

It is about 300 in actual operation, ·when

storing infl'l,1.encedescri bed

the selected phase is 20 0 before the .maximum.

(See Fig~ 5 e

)

The second stability problem concerns radial oscillations.

What forces

are there to keep the protons in a narr()w beam along the axis of the cavity?
It has already
been pointed
out that the magnetic field has
negligible
influence.
. ..'
-".
.. - . .
.
.
. ...
-'-..'

~

If there were no radial components in the electric field, one might. hope to
inject a wel,l focussed beam and get it back again at the output end o
between drift tubes necessarily has a radial

co~ponent

The·field

for any point off the

axis, however, just because the lOl'l,gi tudinal component has to vary along the
axis.

oE z

crz-

In other words, the condition, div E
fails to vanish.

= 0,

oE

requires ___r_ to be non-zero \T

o !'

We Imow that Ez , the longitudinal
components
is zero
.
..
.

inside the drift tube and non-zero in the gap.

Consequently if the radial

~

~

Y I

-='

-I

~c.:

H

f,i.,;

.

;,~

'.

-"

-,

.,,

:i

ELECTRIC FIELD
IN FIRST GAP

PROTONS ACCEPTED

TIME

(Jl

.!::",t

Fig. 5
Time variation of the electric field~ shovnng
the interval durin~ which protons can be accepted
for stable acceleration.
OZ 641:"
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component D ErD is zero on the axis s it is not zero a finite distance awa¥ from
.I

the axis and may be such as to either focus or defocus the beam radiallyo

It

can be proved that unless a grid or foil is introduced across the entrance end
of the drift tubes!) the radial field defocuses when the conditions are correct
for stable phase
follows~

oscillations~

Qualitatively» this point can be understood as

The electric lines of force between drift tubes look roughly as in

Fig. 6 p in the absence of foils or grids ..
The first half of the gap is a focussing region and the second half defocussing •. The electric field intensity must be increasing with

tim.e~

however"

to achieve phase stability, and thi s mea...'1.S that the second half of the gap outweighs the firsto

The net effect is defocussing.

This simple argwIlsnt is only

true if the fractional increase in proton velocity per gap i.s small so that the
time spent in each half of the gap is about the same o
The only way to avoid this defocus sing is to introduce charge into the
beam l allowing the electric lines of force to end abruptly without syringing
out again"

This can be done by means of a grid or foil across the entrance of

each drift tube"

(

.

In the new situation the lines of force may look as in P.i!:;. 7,

so that the net effect now is one of focussing.
At the time the linear accelerator "vas planned, i t was thought that foils
were more desirable than gdds s since the latter givG an exponential attenuation
lInth increasing number o

ConsequentlYD an injection enorGY of 4 Mev was used, in

order to bypass the problem at low enerGies.? where multiple scattering in the
foils would attenuate the beam seriously"
with decreasing energy.)

(Mul tiple scattering increases rapidly

The 4 Mev injection beam was obtained from a pressure

Van de Graai'f generator of conventional designe

Actual tests showed later that

foils were destroyed by sparking in the tank~ and- grids replaced them with
apparently just as good focussing properties o

The present grids are extremely
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transparento the whole set of 46 removing only about half the bea.m:o

Since the

/"

multiple scattering problem does not exi~~. wi ~h grids.., i t would now be .p~ssible

.

to inject at a much lower energyo

(The grid attenuation in a long machine

could be eliminated by changing over to foils _ a~ high energYD. where the scatteril:l:g
loss is small 0

However 9 the Van de Graaff generator is working so well that the

)

status quo 'will be maintained"
Linac Performance
In June!) 1949 9 the performance of the Berkeley proton linear accelerator
was as

fol10ws~

Power was supplied to the cavity in pulses 30 times per

second~

each pulse lasting
600
microseconds.., of
which. . 525 microseconds
were useful s- i.e.,
.
- ,
- ..
-.
,.

at maximum field amplitude o

A fractions 1/30 9 of the 1 0 0 milliampere injection

current from the Van de Graaff was accepted for acceleration.., and of this g about
one-half was removed by the grids o

Vfnat remained amounted to an average ?urrent

of 0()25 microamperes s or a peak current of 16 microamps during the pulses.

The

average energy of the emerging protons is between 3105 and 32 Mev.owith a spread
, , _

•

of less than 100 kev (0" 3 percent)..

The beam is very well collimated,!) about

85 percent passi ng through a circ~lar hole 1/8 inch in diametero

di vergenc e i s 10<~3 radi ans

1_

The angular

0

As far as reliability of operation is concerned.., there were only three
..

openings

. "

..

-.'

..

of the tank for repairs involving leaks.o etc • . , during the

of operat.lollo

firsty~ar

Time lost in repairing the power supply units was negligi ble o

Originally the main source of trouble was the Van de Graaff generator.9 but this
is now very reliable o

The machine is operated 16 hours a day.., 6 days a week D

with beam available 85=90 percent of the time"
under way

wh~chD

more than- 100

it is hoped.., will raise the

At present a modification is

a,t~ragecur~entby

a factor of

The fraction of the injected beam which arrives in an acceptable

phase wi!l be increased by an appropriate bunching of the protons before they

UCRL 444

enter th~ cavity, in the manner employed in klystronso

Two large oscillators

"

,.

will eventually replace the 27 now used o

This will involve only four vacuum

tubes instead of 108.
The performance of the linear accelerator, for proper evaluation D must be
compared with that of the

synchrocyclotron, to be described next o

The external

beam will be seen to be 5000' times more intense in pulses 40 9 000 times as long,
although at a much lower energy.

The proposed extensions of the linear accelerator

should be able to overcome the energy' discrepancy while still maintaining the
advantage in intensity and pulse length.
The l84-inch Synchrocyclotron
Before the last wars work had begun at Berkeley :mder the encouragement of

E. O. Lawrence

on

what was thought of ' then as

a.

giant-.acceleratoro The object was to

push to the >limiting energy permitted by the cyclotron principle .. The basi s of conventional cyclotron operation is the fact that the orbital period of an ion circulating in a uniform magnetic field is independent of the veloel ty so long as the
latter is small compared 'with co

T

The period is given by

= 2lrmc
ell

(3)

.

which can be derived from equation (1)0

ThusS/ an electric field aoross a dia-

metral gap» which oscillates with just this frequency, will always find the ion
in the. correct phase to be accelerated if it started in this phas8

0

One would

expect the maximum energy attainable for a fixed magnetic field to be set only
by the outer radius of the cyclotron (the orbital radius expends in proportion
to the ion momentum), and to be independent of the amplitude of the applied
electric field..

However" in equation (3) the mass appears D which me~s that as

the velocity'of the particle increases the corresponding mass increase will
cause the period to lengthen.

If too many cicrulations in the cyclotron are

required and too high a velocity acquired" the ion will eventually fall out of

UCRL 444

-21phase with the electric field and no longer be accelerated o

To reach a high

energy:> therefor-ea, the app~ied ~l~c~!,i~, fi~~_~.rnust be so str0!l~ that not many
circulations are necessaryo

The original plans for

t~e 1~4=inch

tron envisaged a dee voltage of one to two millions vol tS6
very large
SOD

magnetio~~p

and

E?~ve

p!,omise of

Berkeley cY9 lo -

This necessitated a

ext~aordinary.~iffictlltieso

the maximum energy for deuterons was _to be only 70 IJrevo

Even

To go higher seemed

impossible o
After the war work on the big machine was resumed under the

supervi~ion

of

5
Ro Lv Thorntonb but before completion g Eo IvI. McMillan4 at Berkeley and Vo Veksler
in Russia independently proposed a scheme to remove
the upper limit on.. .the .. energies
- ,.-

attainable and eliminate the need for large dee

vo~tageso

,

~

~liphantD

in England

during the Yvar a had also thought of the scheme vIDich is based on the existence
of phase stable orbits,.

'Since not only the

synchrocyclotron but also the elec-

tron synchrotron and the proposed bevatron or proton synchrotron depend on this
principleg it is worthwhile to devote a separate section to its
The Principle of Phase Stability
The increase of orbit p3riod lI'ri th vel oci ty

f)

which was an undesire.ble feature

in the conventional cyclotron .• actually makes the phase stable o:-bi ts _R?ssi ble
In direct contrast to the linear accelerators the faster a particle goes
cyclotrono the longer it takes to make the trip between

success~ve

is because the radius of curvature increases and the longer path
pensates the increased velocitYe
applied to the

ff~~nac" wi~l

gaps.

mor~

0

in a
This

than com:

Therefore, the same type of argument that was

in this case show that if the ion arrives at the

gap when the electric field is decreasing" phase stability can

re~ul te

This

means tha.t for a fixed magnetic field H and a fixed freqmmcy w of the electric
4 E • Mo McIiI1illan o Physo Rev.

5vo

~J)

143 (1945)

Veksler,? J., Physo U.S.S.R. ~f) 153 (1945)
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-22field, an ion of mass near
eH
wc

m=-

or total energy near
E

= mc 2

He c
- W-

(4 )

can revolve indefinitely in a cyclotron orbit with the appropriate radius o
its energy is momentarily larg'er than the resonance value
the gap later, relative to the phase of the gap

volt~tgeJ>

and eventually finds a retarding field to slow' it do"Vm"
than the resonance value, the reverse is true.

aboiTe~

If

it arrives at

on each successive turn
If' the energy is smaller

The flsynchronous pha.se" in this

case, about which the phase of the ion will oscillate, corresponds to that time
a·i. which the electricfield is zero, going from positive to negative ..

(See Figo ~.)

Clearly the ion, on the average, . gains no energy froin the electric field
and the amplitude of the latter can be very small o

II" now H is increased and/or

w decreased by a small fractional mnount, the resonance energy increases by a
correspondingly small amount.
late about the new energy.

The ion is able to readjust itself and will oscil-

In the process it has gained some er:-ergy from the

electric field; and if the small changes in 11 or w continue,!) the energy of the
ion can be increased indefinitely.

It is necessary, of course, to have a very

good vacuum in the cyclotron tank so that in the

COUXGe

of' this long trajectory

the ions are not scattered.
Bohm and Foldy 6 have given a complete discussion of the phase oscillations in
which they point out the analogy to a pendulum which is acted upon by a constant
torque.

A given rate of change of the Juagnetic field or the frequency corresponds

to a certain rate of increase of energy which must be supplied by the electric
field.

This is the external "torque" and it displaces the synchronous phase

6Do Bohm arid Lo Foldy, Physo Hev.

'!.!2,

24:9 (1946)

-~

ELECTRIC FIE~D AT
A C C E LE R AT I G GAP

..
SYNCHRONOUS PHASE FOR CONSTANT H. t DECREASING U,)

"
N

SYNCHRONOUS PHASE FOR CONSTANT

HAND u)

TIME

()J

-----

Fig. 8
Time variation of the electric field at the accelerating
gap, showing two possible positions of the synchronous'
phase.

n7 h. 4h.
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-24(or rest point of the pendulum) as shovm in Fig. 8.· I~ the initial displa~ement
,0

of the ion

pha~e

from this rest point is not too great l it will execute oscil-

lations with an amplitude which decreases with increasing energyo
trapped ina.stable orbit will stay trapped.

1m ion once

The only probleIlJ. is to get it properly

started ..
That the phase stable orbits could actually be used to accelerate an appreciable
number of ions was proved in 1946 by experiments on the old 37-inch Berkeley cyclotron. 7

Al though the maximum energy vras only 7 Iviev'p thi s was achi eved vri th a peak

potential across the gap of 3 kev!

The time average current was 0 0 2 microrunpcres.

This is adequate for many purposes, even though several hundred times less than
can be achieved by conventional continuous operation~

The relativistic mass in-

crease expected at higher energies was simulated by causing the magnetic field
intensity to falloff radially.

This was then compensated by decreasing the fre-

quency of electric field oscillation during the acceleration.

As expected, there

was no apprecia,-blechange in the number . of ions in a pulse during the 5000 revolutions required •.. The limitation on the current lay in the ability of the ion source
to deliver at the right place and in the right phase at the starto
,.-

~

.

-

General DescriI'tion of the Synchrocyclotron
'V'V'hen it became evident that a dee voltage of only a few tens of kilovolts would
be adequate g it was possible to modify the design of the

184~inch

as to reach more than tvnce the energy originally hoped foro

cyclotron so

The magnetic gap

could be reduced to 19 inches, allowing a field of 15,000 gauss

at. the center.

To achieve the synchronous operation, it was necessary to modulate the frequency
and not the magnetic field, since the magnet (already built) was not constructed
of laminated iron..

7

The required frequency variation ",ras obtained from a rotating

J. R. Richardson, K. R. MacKenzie, E. J. Lofgren, and B. T. Wrightp
Phys. Revo ~~ 669 (1946)
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Fig. 9
(a) Dee configuration in conventional cyclotron.
(b) Dee configuration in Berkeley synchrocyclotron.
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-25condenser which modulated the capacitance of the oscillator circuit.
With the stronger ma€?~etic fie~~_and th~'possibility of utilizing almost
the full radius, the fol1ovdng maximum particle energies have been achieved:
190 Mev for deuterons, 380 I'Kev for alpha particles, and 350 Mev for protons.

The

dee voltage usually employed is 20 kev but this figure i,s not at all critical.
Each ion makes about 10 4 revolutions, picking up 7 or 8 Mev each time around and
taking about a millisecond to complete its total trajectory.

The cycle is repeated

120 times a second, the ion source at the center being pulsed to coincide vdth the
start of each cycle.
Because electric focussing is so inconsequential in the 184~inch machine (see
next section), it was possible to have only a single dee rather than the double
dee arrangement of a conventional cyclotron (see Fig. 9).
fication and facilitates access to the tank.

This is a welcome simpli-

The height within the dee avai lable

to the beron is five inches.

..

The deflection scheme 'which can be used to get . part of .the . circulating
ions
~

outside the tank is quite interesting.

'"

~

11hen a group of ions has reached its

maximwo. radius (about 81 inches, see next sectionL it can be given a radial kick
by an auxiliary electric field.
Fig. 11.

This displaces the center of the orbit, as in

The next time around the ions come much cl0ser to the outer edge of the

pole faces and encounter a region where the magnetic field has been intentionally
weakened.
shielding.

They can then escape

do'~

a specially constructed channel through the

The resulting pulse has a duration of "'10- 8 sec"

This elaborate

scheme is necessary because of the close spacing of successive turns, precluding
the possibility of "peeling off" an outer orbit as in a conventional cyclotron
deflector.
Injection and Stability of the Synchrocyc1otron Beam
It has already been po,inted out that the beam is phase stable and that the
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-29main problem is the injection.

.'

Bollin and Foldy8 have made a detailed theoretical

study of the injection difficulties in order to determine the synchronous or equilibrium phase which maximizes the efficiency of capture into th~,portion of the
rf cycle giving phase stabilitYe

If the equilibrium phase is too great, measured

from the time when the field goes through zero, the capture efficiency is limited
.

by the narrow range of phase stability"

(See Figs. 8 and 9

.'
0

)

-

If the e::J,uilibrium

phase is too small, the orbital radius expands so slowly that the ions may return
-

-

to the center in their first radial oscillation (see below) and be lost..

The·

optimum phase, both theoretically and experimentally, turns out to be near 30

o
0

This corresponds to a capture efficiency of the order of 1 percent ..
The radial and vertical "free oscillations" in the synchrocyclotron are
stable by virtue

of the magnetic field design"

The adjective "free" is used to

distinguish these motions from the slow radial oscillations which are due to small
variations in the energy of the particle"

The free oscillations have a frequency

vlhich is comparable to the frequency of rotation, while the phase oscillations
-

-

have a period long compared to that of rotation.
sidered independently"

Therefore, the two can be con-

The condition for the stability of free oscillations .is

the same as in the betatron or synchrotron or in any machine in w:bich the electric
focussing is negligible:
radially..

The vertical magnetic field intensity must fall off

From, the Maxl/lrell equation, curl

implies a radial
median plane..

compon~nt

H = 0,

one can easi Iy prove that thi s

which quenches any attempt by the ion to leave the

In the l84-inch synchrocyclotron, the magnetic field intensity

decreases linearly to a radius of 80 inches, where its value is 95 percent that
at the center..

From that point on it decreases much more rapidly, so that the

beam actually "gets lost" at 81 inches, due to a coupling betw'een radial and

8

D. Balun and L .. Foldy, Phys. Rev .. ~, 649 (1947)
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-30vertical oscillations.

The latter- .rill .invariably
occur . if - the
field intensity .
..
.
- - _.
~

decreases too fast.

The shaping of the magnetic field is accomplished by the

appropriate placing of shims inside
the vacuum chamber.
.
"

"

Performance of the" Synchrocyclotron
The time average internal current is about 0.9
deuterons, and somewhat less for alpha

l?~r~icles.

beam out, a factor of ten thousand is lost.
of ion to another in only a fev; minutes.

microa~peres

It it

is

_.

for protons
and
.
".,

)

ne~essarytobring

.

the

Operation can be changed from one type

Because of the moderate dee voltage,

problems of sparking and electrical breakdown in the tank are greatly reduced.
Also the -natural
stability of the synchronous
operation
makes
it unneces sary to
.
... ...
.
.
.~

-

~.

maintain a critical relation
be~veen the frequency and magnetic field e
.
.
.
,

For such

reasons the internal beam operation is remarkably steady, often shovting many
minutes of operation

1~thout

sparking or beam variation of more than a fevv percent.

Access to the internal beam for experiments is obtained through vacuum

locks so

as to avoid loss of the tank vacuum condition.
The percent of time in which the cyclotron is available for operation has
consistently averaged over 90 percent and for one months period was 97 percent.
The percentage of time during which the ~ea..~ was actually operated has averaged
about 60 percent, the difference being accounted for by experimental set-up times,
target changes, etc.
The Synchrotron, An Electron Accelerator
The acceleration of electrons to energies of the order of Mev and higher
poses quite a different problem than does the acceleration of nuclear particles.
The mass of an electron is almost 2000 times smaller than that of a proton, and
relativistic effects become important at a proportionately lower energy.

This

is why the conventional cyclotron is useless for electrons e
The first successful high energy accelerator for electrons vms the betatron"
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-31built in 1941 by KCTst;10 at the University of Illinois.

The bcrtD-tro:r.. substitutes

a continuous circu"Tlferontial electric fi eld for the cY01otron arro.ngement of a
periodic electric field applied across a gap.

, d.1.lC i~lOll.
'
lJl,

r~

Y:"i th

8.1J.Y

ti-::u:: J inducing the electric field along the orbit.

a¢

eq-u.nti 011,

difficulty

The continuous circu"ferclltial field is :).chiO'\Tcd

of the ion's falline out of phase.

orbi t 'Taries

This obviously G.voicls

'0 t

a

where

¢ is

Ur:;ins tho

the total flux thrcuch. the

during th3 acceleration, thon the follovJing relation betvreen ~ i)nd ·the map:l·:3tic

(5)
Thus~ a

energy.

ID.rgo flux )G.th n~ust be provided if the electron is to reach a hiSh
The total iron rGquired is t'wice that for a sj"lchrocyclotronJ and it ;llUst

be laminated to avoid odd:? currents.

r>'"
.!-,,'
an e:L1(::C"
"'Fll]. C'
,(1

,
18

)' ~ ..... , l' 6""1' ')l'e
C omp l Uvc'
. . ·l-rl·Jr ;]."'b.J.
'

fo' r nuc1
r:'!.· ... ,....
.
-,:.",
.•

ratio of the .total en.ergy

r'''''''+'~
1)";.1
vi.l;

..

-I nc.....>.
,..1

r.P1"'·.L"
""_

.1-:::

~

"l_..~ +··~.t.',·~.:.
l~···.·.}(~l·v
--C..
, '

a partiole to its rest

./

Hit}J tho discovery of the principle of phase ste.bility, it ;)ccame posci'b1e

to applJ to electrons ac ','fe11 as nucleons the cyclotro:r.1 tc;hni.que of o.n o:ztern.al
p,)riodic electric field.

This allows the radiation loss to

a consideTably hiGher energ;y than in the betatron.

10 D•

rf.

Kerst, Pllys. Rev" GO, 47 (1941)

;)0

c(xr,ponsD.ted up to

The limit is set in this case
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by the maxim'Ulfl g;ap voltagG Yfhich can be achieved.

The li:'llit is not really known,

but electron energ:i es of one or two Bev are concei yable o
Another advantage over the betatron is of more innneuiClte hlportance o
is no

need~

vITi th the external electric fields to have a

the center of the orbit.
overall cost by

G

fac-c02

h~8mel1dous

Thore

flu.."{ through

The consequent savinp; in iron prooabl:y cuts dow"l1 the
U.L

(-,"H\;,J o

This was the primary cOl1sidel ::;.tion ,"{hich led
c

in 1945 to the ·pls.:nning of a ;500 Mey electron syrwhrotron at Berkeley.

It

Vf£lS

built under the supervision of E" l'ii. 'McMillar s one of the threo inventors, and first
operated at full energy on January 17 s 1949 0
General Descript.ion of the SYTlChrotron
The only basic differencos between the synchrotron and the

sJnchrocyclot1~on

are that the former accelerates electrons rather than nucle:),r particlos and th3.t
modulation of t;he rr.agnetic field rather than

t:i-~o

i'reqU-21c,CY is employed • . Jocau:::;e

to its kinetic energy if the latter is more than a fev-r ;;':O-li.
either E or

W

by

&

Tb,is requires ciJ,al'lging

factor of several hundred in reac}"lirlG -Cbs hundrod t,':ev rr::UlgG,

(Eqo (5))0 alld the i'orJner task seemed easiero

In additio1l3 if

0..J

is held constant,

the radius of the electron orbit is also very neiHly ccnstant during th8 entire
acceleration o

Th:1.;:;

CUll

bo 880n 'from the relatio:r:., r '"

emgular and lir'lear velocities.
fore l the orbital radius
is almost that of

light~

i'8

v/w

» connecting the

Except at the vOry 'beginninG of the CYCle, there-

close to the value

ellA..)

sinco the electron volocity

The radius of the Berkeley machine

'NaD

chosen to be

ono meter, corresponding to a frequency of 4707 megacycles o
It is clearly rh3cessary to restrict the orbit if the saving in iron mentioned
above is to be achieved o

hOV'T

then is one to get past the starting region WIlen

the electron moves r-elati vc1ly 31 owly?

Some suppl81Tlonta1'y moans must be found.

to carry ~ut the accoleration up to one or two Hev, at which point the 8;)'11Ch1'ot1'on
can take ovor.

This is accomplished by operatinG the machino as a betatron in
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the low energy region.

A fevf flux bars \laminated iron bars which carry flux

through the center of the orbit) car: satisfy the betatron condi tior. (5) until
the magnetic field at the orbit reaches a value of'

""'-'80 iGauss.

The flux bars

saturate at this point 9 vfhen the 01 ectrons have enel'g;y of 2 Mov 9 and play no
further role.

The rf field is now turned on 9 catchin:?; )1.8..1f or more of the Cil"CU-

lating electrons in stable orbits 1 and these are carried up to the peak magnetic
field of 10,000 gauss by s;'/l1chrotron operation.
In 'Fig. 12 the entire maGnetic field cycle is.

~howTl,

,rith the various stages

of electron acceleration indicated. ·No attempt has been made to get an ext.ernal
electron beam; the rf is turned off just before the peak of tho magnetic fi DId is
reached.

'fhe orbit then contracts and strikes a solid

the inner wall of the accelerating cha.mber o

t~::.rget

Brel~!Sstrahlung

p2'ojecting fro,,"

rosultG, givinG

beam of photons 'whose energy ranges from 335 Eev down to zoro.
penetrates the chamber 'iialls aL'1lost unaffected and
absorbers"

ca~l, ~)e

monochromatic 300

L.8V

This x-ray beam

colli:71ixt.ed 'Hi th

It might seem to be a less useful oxperii:nental tool

8.

t}lf;UJ.

a

8]:ter~lal

OC(J,:'!l

u:['

electrons, but it can be ShOVr.;l that the), properti.es of the

two are almofst identical •
. The accelerating chamber is a hollo'\"{ donut made of silica, with internal
dimension 2-5/8 inches vertically by 5~3/8'inches horizontally.
be very

high~

.02 :r:n,icrons of mercury.

The vacuum must

One segment of tile donut, occupying 0:"1e-

eighth of the cil'cu,Inference, is copper plated except for a 3/8-inoh transvGl'se gap
at one end.

This segment forms a resonant cavity in vrl:1ich the accelerating rf

electric field is produced.

The maximum gap voltace is 2.5 icev, while the avera~~e

gain per turn is about 0.7 kev.
The' excitation of the lnagnet presents quite a different probl em from that
in a cyclotron~ where the magnetic field is constant.
inductance of a huge oscillating circuit.

:£i ere the rr,agnet L3 the

.An 805 microfarad capacital1cG, which

y T

~'l

-I!,.'

YT

"":

,,-I I

'"

CO~TRACTS,

t

HITS TARGET

MAGNETIC FIELD

r.f
TURNED

.
BARS SATURATE:
TURNED ON

>f'"

.

~;

"<

TIME

()J

~

REVERSE CYCLE
RECHARGE
CON DEN S E R S.

Fig. 12
The magnetic field in the synchrotron. The relative
duration of some parts of the cycle are exaggerated
so that they may be clearly visible.
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requires a ban};: of

3328indiv:i.d.u,~\1

condenser tmi ts $ makes up the other half.

The natural frequency of thiiS circuit. is 30 copos. but it is triggered only six
t;mes
a secon'<u. 'oy an
...

e~l.e'r~t.,.,.,
_ .\, n.,I·,',1.' C

s·\r.r.J".tc·h
- '-'
o

In
each
"
•

~ul
~e
1
:'"

the,

SWl'. t~h
1'"
1" <!t
"l
. , ,cl
; 0,s e d-' ",U.,

long enough to allow one corc.p.lete cycle.
Injection and Stability of the Synchrotron Beam
The original inject:Loninto the donut presents the srune problem as in an
ordinary betatron.

It has Ii.'over' been well understood$ the chief diffioul ty arising

from ions striking thE) bac l : of' thE, injector on onG of their first

£'.9'1iIT

turns.

The

capture efficiency of the Bc;'·k-,:.18Y machine is still.lower than one might. hope for»
and vvork is continuing on th.i ,,; poiat o

It

l[:JUS

expected theoretically6 that after

the original injection the G1601;rons would be 01:tsily caught in phase stable orbits
at 2 Mev o

This is indeed the case,. more than half the beam making the transition.

The stability of free oscilla,Lions in both bet8.tron and synchrotron orbits depends
on the sa.1'Jle requirement, as in. tho s;::rnchrocyclotron.
must decrease in the radiDJ d.in3ct.ioYJ. o
d In II

the donut are shaped so
S;ynchrotron

d 1n

The ma.gnetic field intensity

AocordiI'J.[;ly ~ the po18 faCG8 above and belo'w

= ~, 2/3,!) a choice which seems to yvorl-:: well"

I'

l~erformance

The largest beams so

.fIB"

obtained have had 6 x 10

8

electrons per pulse,!)

producing an x..;,ray intend ty at one meter of 2300 roentgens per hour

0

In the

first six months of operation for ressarch D the machine was unavaila.ble for a
total of five weeks,!) due to

:)rea't:,d.01N'l1.S

and continui.ng efforts to improve the beam o

These interruptions should be. progressively less frequent

0

Under normal conditions,

the beam is available 90 perc;e:rlt c f the time o
Shielding Problems at Ber'KOIE'j"
A considerable number of :f'8.st neutl'ons are necessarily produced in both

the cyclotron and li.nso.I'

acc~)lerator

wherever the ion berons strike solid matter.

For reasons of sa.fetys corwrdc' shielding has been set up to prevent these neu.trons
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from diffusing into areas where people must work o

no such precautions need be

taken with the SJl11chrotron, vlThich does not produce neutrons, although standing
directly in the x-ray beam is to be ,avoided o
The cyclotron shielding consi sts of a concrete enclosure,

1Ni

th ten foot

thick walls and a four foot thick roof $ whi ch surrounds the entire machine (see
Fig. 10b)o

In the direction in which neutrons are deliberately produced by

allowing the proton or deuteron beam to fallon a solid target, an additional large
concrete block with collimating facilities is set up.

Under normal operating

conditions the energy delivered by fast neutrons outside the shielding is between
50 a.."J.d 500 Mev percm 2 . per sec.

Since the safe limit is supposed to· be about

200 Mev and since a further increase in beam intensity is

contemplated~

another

fi ve feet of conc,rete is to be added to the side walls.
The linear accelerator produces less penetrating neutrons than the cyclotron
and to the present

time~

has been enclosed o

only the area immediately surrounding the external target

The walls of this enclosure are only about one foot thick and

there is no roof.

Actually a considerable number of neutrons are produced by

protons striking the drift tubes inside the tank and eventually these 'will have
to be restricted by' some kind of cover shield.
S~urmnary

and Discussion of l1esearch Facilities at Berkeley

The research problems which can be investigated wi th the three operating
high

ener~y

accelerators at Berkeley can be, s'omewhat arbitrarily, divided L1to

three categories.

The first is the study of nuclear reactions induced by high

r

energy projectiles.

The synchrocyclotron is the most versatile tool in this

field, being able to supply internal beams of protons, deuterons, or alphas for
bombardments at any energy up to the maximum values listed above.
duce weaker external beams at the maximum energy.

It can pro-

Neutrons of mean energy 90

Mev or 280 Mev can also be produced in the l84-inch cyclotron, as explained in
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The linear accelerator gives protons only, and at a lower

energyo but they are' available' in an intense, vlell collimated, monoenergetic
external beam.
the synchrotron.
much is needed.

Photonucl ear reactions can be studi ed ,vi th the gamma rays from
The intensity is

':"01:"

out with newly developed techniques~ not

Nuclear reactions will be the subject of the next article in this

series.

A. second field of interest is the interaction between fundamental particles.
Leaving out meSOl1S,9 the four fundamental particles available at Berkeley for experiment are protons,

neutrons~.

photons and electrons.

High energy neutrons are

most conveniently produced by stripping 190 M:ev deuterons in the 184"-inch cyclotron.
The deuteron is a rather loose combination of neutron and proton, and the proton
can be stripped away in a nuclear colli.sion allowing the neutron to continue on

in th

about half the energy of the initial deuterono

This stripping
process is
.
.'~

itself an interesting nuclear reaction and will be di scussed in the ne:;-ct article.
Neutrons with mean energy at about 280 Niev are projected forward from nuclei bom-·
barded vd.th the 340 Mev protons.

This process will also be discussed o

Fast

electrons could be obtained indirectly by causing the gamma-rays from the synchrotron to produce positron-electron pairs.

There is rarely any advantage in this

because the most important interaction of an electron with other particles is via
the electromagnetic field.

The quanta of the electromagnetic field are, of course,

photons $ so one may just as well use them directlyo

The fundamental interactions

are usually investigated vnth appropriate scattering experiments, e o g o9 neutrons
scattered by protons, protons by protons s photons by electrons, and so ono

Logi-

cally these are just the simplest type of reactions and should be discussed firsto
In

practice~

however 8 they are treated in a quite different and l"ll0re rigorous

way than other reactions
of the series o

and~

therefore$ will be. deferred to the third article
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-39The fourth article will be concerned ...vi th mesons, and again the separation
~,

(,

is not completely logical.

lii"esons are believed to be responsible for nuclear

forces' and occur in many high energy reactions.

However, artificially produced

,.

mesons are a new phenomenon and of great current interest.

In addition" the

connection with nuclear forces is not yet understood~ 1111d any disc~ssion at this
time must be on a semi-empirical basis.

Enough infonnation has accumulated,

however D to make a separate article worthwhile.
The work described in this paper was performed under the auspices of the
Atomic Energy Commission.
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